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Letter from the 
Executive Director

Dear Supporter,

 

Measuring impact in the nonprofit world is famously

difficult. How can one tell that an organization is

moving the needle forward if its voice is just one of

many blowing in the wind?

 

Young Voices is blessed to have a remarkably simple

way by which we measure our impact: our writers.

Every media hit and professional advancement our

writers achieve thanks to Young Voices marks a

return on our investment in their long-term careers

as advocates for liberty. And, in 2019, we’ve had a

lot of returns. 

 

Young Voices is in demand now more than ever

before. In the pages to follow, you will read about

how our writers and staff are now invited regularly

to speak before crowds of thousands and attend top

policy meetings including at the White House. You

will read how our writers are being pursued by

media outlets for regular columns,

contributorships, and appearances. You will read

how we are launching new projects on specific

policy issues and emerging media markets like

podcasts. 

 

None of this would have been possible without

people like you investing in influencers for a freer

future. Thank you so much for your support.  Here’s

to an even more impactful 2020!

CASEY GIVEN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

P.S. I had the privilege of being profiled in
the fall version of Freedom’s Champion, the
Atlas Network’s quarterly magazine. Give it
a read to learn more about my background,
the founding of Young Voices, and how
we’ve grown. Read it at bit.ly/2D3GRqV

https://www.atlasnetwork.org/assets/uploads/annual-reports/Freedoms_Champion_FALL_2019.pdf


Top 5 
Fellowship
Media Hits
This fall, Young Voices launched a

blitz of four policy fellowships,

pairing up a cohort of our writers

with think tank mentors to produce

tailored media hits on education,

tech, consumer freedom, and foreign

policy. Here are a handful of our

favorites from the program so far.

 

The 74: “State takeovers are not the best

solution when a district Is in trouble. Look

to school leaders instead” --- Decades of

failed federal education experiments are

proof enough that Washington shouldn’t

overregulate America’s public school

systems. Christian Barnard makes the

case for localism in one of the top

education outlets in the nation.

 

The Star Ledger: "Attack on ridesharing

will take workers out of the drivers seat" 

 --- Uber and Lyft have revolutionized

transportation for the better, but

busybody politicians and the taxi cartel

can't stop scheming. Robert Winterton

makes the case for sanity. 

 

 

Fox Nation: Jacob Rich on the vaping panic

with Judge Andrew Napolitano --- In

response to the uptick in vaping illness and

a proposed e-cigarette ban, Jacob Rich

calls for evidence-based policymaking

instead of mob action against a safer

alternative to cigarettes.

 

Free the People: “The War on Terror comes

home” with Jerrod Laber --- There are now

soldiers fighting the War on Terror born

after September 11th, 2001. Jerrod Laber

reflects on two decades of war in an

original documentary with Matt Kibbe.

 

Traverse City Record-Eagle: "Protect us

from more government surveillance" ---

From surveillance cameras to facial

recognition, the government is tracking us

more than ever before. Molly Davis

explores how citizens should navigate this

brave new world.

 

 

 



It’s been quite the fall for Contributor Daniel

Di Martino. Daniel has become a speaker in

demand since Young Voices helped him

achieve major media appearances about the

crisis in his native Venezuela. In October, he

spoke before the Organization of American

States and the Heritage Foundation’s

Honors Gala in front of a crowd of 1,500. Then

in November, he had the privilege of speaking

with President Trump at the White House

thanks to an opportunity arranged by Victims

of Communism Memorial Foundation. Young

Voices was pleased to work with Daniel as our

public relations intern for the fall and look

forward to working with him in 2020 as he

starts his postgraduate academic career as a

research associate at the Institute for the

Study of Free Enterprise at the University of

Kentucky.

Contributor Trace Mitchell won Think Freely

Media’s 2019 Great Communicators

Tournament at the Atlas Network’s Liberty

Forum in New York City, taking home the

$10,000 grand prize for making the most

compelling moral case for free markets and

individual liberty. 

 

As a research associate at the Mercatus

Center, Young Voices welcomed Trace to our

roster in September. We look forward to

working with Trace, especially advancing his

stellar verbal communication skills on TV and

radio.

R I S I N G  S T A R S  D A N I E L  D I  M A R T I N O
&  T R A C E  M I T C H E L L



Learn Liberty is  back and
once again offering
discovery,  learning,  and
conversation about the
ideas of  a  freer  society 

  

Standing for  Hong Kong
The fight for freedom is happening all across the
world, but in Hong Kong the stakes for pro-
democracy demonstrators have reached
dangerous new heights in their ongoing standoff
with Xi’s China. Young Voices senior contributor
Tyler Grant is a Fulbright Scholar whose studies
in Taiwan inform his work writing about China and
the repression of President Xi Jinping.

3D Printing & City  Planning
Young Voices contributors have been featured in two
released and upcoming videos from Learn Liberty:
 
Matthew Larosiere,  Young Voices Senior Contributor and
Director of Legal Policy at the Firearms Policy Coalition,
explained what the future of 3D printing could mean for
the gun industry and constitutional law.
 
Nolan Gray, a vocal proponent of market urbanism and
decentralized city planning, joined Learn Liberty for a
video due out in January 2020.

Subscribe on YouTube and catch several of
Young Voices' talents narrating and hosting
new episodes. 



Young Voices was pleased to welcome the fifth member of 
our staff in August, Kirti Nuthi. Kirti is building out a new 
capacity on our team as Young Voices’ first external relations 
manager. She now manages partnerships with Young Voices’ 
nonprofit and media partners and assists Casey with development.
 
Kirti is a Jersey Girl at heart and holds a Master’s in International Public Policy from University College
London and a Bachelor’s in Economics and Political Science from the University of California, San
Diego. Prior to joining Young Voices, Kirti worked with City Year Los Angeles in campus recruitment and
wrote grants for women’s economic cooperatives in Nepal. In DC, she has also worked for the American
Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) and interned at the Cato Institute. As a former stage manager, Kirti
loves Shakespeare festivals more than any other kind of theater but also has a soft spot for a good
musical.

KIRTI
NUTHI
 

Speaking of partnerships, Young Voices’ staff
has had a busy summer and fall speaking
before numerous groups. In July, our staff
welcomed interns from the Australian-based
Mannkal Institute to our office to learn
about op-ed writing. Casey, Emma, Stephen,
and Kirti have also spoken about public
relations and professional development in
front of the Charles Koch Institute’s fall
intern class, the Orange County World
Affairs Council, the Cato Institute’s Fall
Liberty Seminar, the State Policy
Network’s Generation Liberty Fellows, and
America’s Future Foundation’s Writing
Fellows. Most excitingly, Casey has been
invited to represent Young Voices at quarterly
policy briefings at the White House.



Washington Times
Column & Podcast
Accelerator 
In September, Young Voices launched a weekly

print column in The Washington Times. Each

Thursday online and Friday on newsstands in the

DC area, rotating Young Voices contributors offer

analysis on hot topics of the day. Here are three

of our favorite articles so far:

 

“Environmentalism and economic growth go

hand-in-hand” by Fiona Harrigan: bit.ly/37qKMvY

 

“American businesses shouldn’t give into

Chinese censorship” by Alexander C. R.

Hammond: bit.ly/34a3ndE 

 

“Elizabeth Warren will destroy DC’s reviving

education system” by Rachel Tripp:

bit.ly/2XBPX7V

 

 

 

Podcasting has exploded as a popular media

channel in recent years — one that remains

relatively underutilized by advocates for liberty.

Young Voices hopes to change that with the

launch of our first ever Podcast Accelerator

Program. 

 

In this new program, Young Voices will provide

equipment and one-on-one mentorship from

spokesman and podcaster Stephen Kent to help

launch or grow liberty-oriented shows.

Applications are now open to podcasters of all

ages around the world.

Learn more at 
young-voices.com/podcastaccelerator



THANK
YOU

Young Voices had the honor of
being selected as a semi-finalist

this year for the Gregor G. Peterson
Prize in Venture Philanthropy,
honoring the most innovative

nonprofits in the liberty
movement. We are proud of our

impact in 2019 and hope you will
consider investing in our network

of writers for 2020.
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Feeling the holiday spirit? 
Give the gift of liberty at
 young-voices.com/donate


